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AN INNER/OUTER STATIONARY ITERATION FOR COMPUTING PAGERANK
ANDREW P. GRAY∗, CHEN GREIF†, AND TRACY LAU‡
Abstract. We present a stationary iterative scheme for PageRank computation. The algorithm is based on a
linear system formulation of the problem, uses inner/outer iterations, and amounts to a simple preconditioning tech-
nique. It is simple, can be easily implemented and parallelized, and requires minimal storage overhead. Convergence
analysis shows that the algorithm is effective for a crude inner tolerance and is not particularly sensitive to the choice
of the parameters involved. Numerical examples featuring matrices of dimensions up to approximately 107 confirm
the analytical results and demonstrate the accelerated convergence of the algorithm compared to the power method.
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1. Introduction. PageRank [13] is a method for ranking Web pages whereby a page’s
‘importance’ (or ranking) is determined according to the link structure of the Web. This
model has been used by Google as part of its search engine technology. The exact ranking
techniques and calculation methods used by Google today are no longer public information,
but the PageRank model has taken on a life of its own and has received considerable attention
in the scientific community in the last few years. PageRank is essentially the stationary
distribution vector of a Markov chain whose transition matrix is a convex combination of the
matrix associated with the Web link graph and a certain rank-1 matrix. A key parameter in
the model is the damping factor, a scalar denoted henceforth by α that determines the weight
given to the Web link graph in the model. Due to the great size and sparsity of the matrix,
methods based on decomposition are considered infeasible; instead, iterative methods are
used, where the computation is dominated by matrix-vector products. Detailed descriptions
of the problem and available algorithms can be found, for example, in [3, 11].
In this paper, we propose and investigate a new algorithm for the PageRank problem. It
uses the linear system formulation and involves inner/outer iterations. The proposed tech-
nique is based on the observation that in general, the smaller the damping factor is, the easier
it is to solve the problem. Hence we apply an iterative scheme in which each iteration re-
quires solving another linear system which is similar in its algebraic structure to the original,
but with a lower damping factor. In essence, what is proposed here is a simple precondition-
ing approach that exploits the spectral properties of the matrix involved. We use a technique
of inexact solves, whereby the inner iteration is solved only to a crude tolerance. The algo-
rithm is just a few lines long, and can be implemented and parallelized in a straightforward
fashion.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide a brief
description of the PageRank problem. In Section 3 we introduce the proposed algorithm.
Numerical examples for a few large Web matrices are given in Section 4. Finally, in Section
5 we draw some conclusions.
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2. The problem of computing PageRank. The ‘raw’ PageRank xi of page i is defined
as xi =
∑
j→i
xj
nj
, where j → i indicates that page j links to page i, and nj is the outdegree
of page j. Each page therefore shares its importance equally among all other pages to which it
links; self-links are ignored. The problem in its basic form can thus be formulated as follows:
find a vector x that satisfies x = P¯Tx, where P¯ is given by
P¯ij =
{
1
ni
if i→ j,
0 if i 9 j.
Pages with no outlinks produce rows of all 0’s in P¯ , hence P¯ in its above form is not neces-
sarily a stochastic matrix. This is handled in the model by eliminating zero rows, which is
done by replacing P¯ with
P = P¯ + dvT , di =
{
1 if ni = 0,
0 otherwise,
Here the vector v is a probability vector, and now the modified matrix P is a proper stochastic
matrix. The Ergodic theorem [7, Theorem 6.4.2] tells us that the stationary distribution is
unique and is the limiting distribution starting from any initial distribution if the transition
matrix is irreducible and aperiodic. In the case of PageRank, a convex combination of PT
with a rank-1 matrix has these desirable properties:
A = αPT + (1− α)veT , (2.1)
where α ∈ (0, 1) is the damping factor, e is the vector of all 1s, and v is a positive vector.
Our final definition of the PageRank vector, then, is x = Ax. Considered as a Markov
chain, the model assumes that at each time step, a ‘random’ surfer either follows a link with
probabilityα, or ‘teleports’ with probability 1−α, selecting the new page from the probability
distribution given by v. The choice of a damping factor significantly smaller than 1 allows
for an effective application of the power method, since the method converges linearly with
an asymptotic error constant α. In the original formulation of PageRank [13], the choice
α = 0.85 was suggested. A higher value of α (i.e., close to 1) yields a model that more
closely reflects the actual link structure of the Web, but makes the computation more difficult.
Notice that despite the fact that A is dense because veT is dense, it need not be explicitly
formed since matrix-vector products of A with x can be efficiently computed by imposing
‖x‖1 = 1 (or, equivalently, eTx = 1, since x is nonnegative):
Ax = αPTx+ v˜,
where for notational convenience we define
v˜ = (1− α)v.
Thus, the power method for computing PageRank amounts to repeatedly applying x ←
αPTx + v˜. If the initial guess has a unit 1-norm, then so do all the iterates x throughout
this iteration, so normalization is not necessary.
Since Brin and Page’s original formulation of the PageRank problem, much work has
been done by the scientific community to propose and investigate improvements over this
algorithm. In [9] an extrapolation method is presented, which accelerates convergence by
calculating and then subtracting off estimates of the contributions of the second and third
eigenvectors. Analysis of the eigenstructure of the matrix and interesting results and obser-
vations about the sensitivity of the eigenvalue problem are given in [4, 14]. An Arnoldi-type
technique is proposed in [6]. Other methods have also been considered: see the surveys
[2, 8, 10], which contain many additional results and useful references.
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3. An inner/outer stationary method. We now present the new algorithm. As pointed
out in [1, 5, 12], using eTx = 1 the eigenvalue problem x = Ax = αPTx + v˜eTx can be
reformulated as a linear system:
(I − αPT )x = v˜.
Inspired by the fact that the original problem is easier to solve when α is small, let us consider
the stationary iteration
(I − βPT )xk+1 = (α− β)P
Txk + v˜, k = 1, 2, . . . (3.1)
where 0 ≤ β ≤ α is some parameter, and x0 = v, the original teleportation vector. To solve
(3.1), we will compute xk+1 using an inexact inner Richardson iteration as follows:
yj+1 = βP
T yj + (α − β)P
Txk + v˜, (3.2)
where we take y0 = xk as the initial guess and assign the computed vector to which we
converge as the new xk+1. We should stress that the inner iteration we present here is just
one of many possibilities; in this case we accelerate the power method, since power iterations
applied to the eigenvalue problem are equivalent to Richardson-type iterations applied in the
linear system setting. In practice, any solution method that one applies for the linear system
formulation can be applied in the inner iteration stage. Thus, we can refer to the matrix
I − βPT as a preconditioner.
The outer iterative scheme (3.1) is associated with the splitting
I − αPT = MO −NO ; MO = I − βP
T ; NO = (α− β)P
T , (3.3)
and the corresponding outer iteration matrix is given by
TO = (α − β)(I − βP
T )−1PT . (3.4)
The inner scheme (3.2) is associated with the splitting
I − βPT = MI −NI ; MI = I ; NI = βP
T , (3.5)
and the corresponding inner iteration matrix is simply
TI = βP
T . (3.6)
ALGORITHM 1
basic inner/outer iteration
1: y ← PTx
2: repeat until ‖αy + v˜ − x‖1 < τ
3: f ← (α− β)y + v˜
4: repeat until ‖f + βy − x‖1 < η
5: x← βy + f
6: y ← PTx
7: end repeat
8: end repeat
The iterative procedure is presented in Algorithm 1; the parameters η and τ are the inner
and outer tolerances respectively. The main challenge is to determine values of β and η that
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will accelerate the computation. In the extreme case β = 0 the inner problem can be solved
immediately (regardless of η) but the outer iteration is equivalent to the power method. The
other extreme leads to a similar situation: if β = α then the number of outer iterations is small
(one iteration if η = τ ) but the inner iteration this time is equivalent to power iteration. As for
η, a value very close to zero (that is, very strict) may result in spending a long computational
time performing inner iterations, just to compute a single outer iterate. This may result in
slow convergence overall. Setting η very loose, on the other hand, may result in an iterate
whose ‘quality’ is low in the sense that it does not sufficiently approximate the exact solution
of the inner iteration. Our hope is that we can find intermediate choices of β and η that
significantly reduce the overall work compared to the power method.
Convergence of the outer iterations involves some delicate and lengthy analysis and will
be presented elsewhere. We will just say here that it is possible to obtain a range of values for
β and η for which convergence is guaranteed.
We now consider the rate of convergence of the inner iterations (3.2) and the dependence
on the parameters α and β. From (3.6) it follows that asymptotically, the error is reduced by
a factor of approximately β in each inner iteration. It is possible to derive a formula for the
error between a given inner iterate and the PageRank vector as follows. Define
ǫj = yj − x.
By the linear system formulation, x = αPTx+ v˜. Subtracting this from (3.2), we get
ǫj+1 = βP
T yj − βP
Txk + αP
T ek
= βPT ǫj + (α− β)P
T ek,
which leads to
ǫj = β
j(PT )jǫ0 + (α− β)
j∑
i=0
βi−1(PT )iek.
Notice that y0 = xk, and hence ǫ0 = ek. This can further simplify the expression for the error
and shows that ǫj is a j-th degree polynomial in PT , dependent on α and β and multiplied
by ǫ0.
While we cannot easily prove that the iteration counts for the inner solves monotonically
decrease as we get closer to the solution of the problem, the above expression for the error in-
dicates that when y0 = xk is sufficiently close to x, the inner iterations will rapidly converge,
to the point of immediate convergence. This motivates us to incorporate an improvement in
Algorithm 1: when the inner iterations start converging immediately we switch to the power
method, which spares us the need to check the inner convergence criterion. The modified
scheme is presented in Algorithm 2. This is the algorithm we use henceforth in our numerical
examples.
4. Numerical experiments. We have implemented the proposed inner/outer method
using MATLAB MEX files. We ran experiments on a Linux workstation with a 2.53 GHz P4
processor and 2 GB of main memory, and used Web matrices whose dimensions and number
of nonzeros are provided in Table 4.1. We used outer tolerances τ ranging from 10−3 to 10−7,
and damping factors from α = 0.85 to α = 0.99. As an initial guess we took x0 = v = 1ne,
and ran the algorithm for various values of β and η. As our speedup criterion, we will refer
below to a relative percentage gain measure given by
Ip − Is
Ip
· 100%, (4.1)
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ALGORITHM 2
inner/outer iteration
1: y ← PTx
2: repeat until ‖αy + v˜ − x‖1 < τ
3: f ← (α− β)y + v˜
4: for i = 1 until ‖f + βy − x‖1 < η
5: x← βy + f
6: y ← PTx
7: end for
8: if i=1, power(αy + v˜); break
9: end repeat
name size nz avg nz per row
UBC-CS 51,681 673,010 13.0
Stanford 281,903 2,312,497 8.2
UBC 339,147 4,203,811 12.4
Stanford-Berkeley 683,446 7,583,376 11.1
edu 2,024,716 14,056,641 6.9
wb-edu 9,845,725 57,156,537 5.8
TABLE 4.1
Dimensions and number of nonzeros of a few test matrices. The UBC matrices were generated using a
Web crawler developed by the first author. The Stanford and Stanford-Berkeley matrices were retrieved from
http://www.stanford.edu/˜sdkamvar. The edu and wb-edu matrices were provided by Yahoo! Research
Laboratory.
where Ip and Is represent the power and inner/outer stationary iteration counts, respectively.
Results for the inner/outer method applied to the Stanford-Berkeley matrix are
presented in Fig. 4.1. On the left-hand graph we see that for a loose inner tolerance η there
is only a narrow range of values of β for which the inner/outer method converges much
more quickly than the power method; see the convergence graph for η = 0.1. When η is
very strict the overall computational work is large for almost all values of β, due to a large
number of inner iterations; see the graph for η = 10−5. Significant gains are observed for
moderate values of η; see, for example, the graph for η = 0.01. In this case, the performance
of the scheme is not sensitive to the choice of β. We have observed similar behavior for
our other test matrices: choosing η ≈ 10−2 and 0.4 . β . 0.8 has consistently led to
accelerated convergence. The right-hand graph in Fig. 4.1 shows similar behavior for various
fixed values of β, with η varying. The conclusion is that moderate values of both β and η
reduce the overall computational work and are fairly insensitive to small perturbations.
Choosing the particular values β = 0.5 and η = 10−2, which have been observed to be
optimal amongst the values we tested, we now compare the performance of our inner/outer
method to the power method.
We plot in Fig. 4.2 the norms of the residuals for both methods run on the large wb-edu
matrix for two values of α. As previously discussed, the gains in the inner/outer method
are made in the initial iterates, and the gains are most significant when α = 0.99 and the
outer tolerance is loose. This can be observed in Fig. 4.2, where for τ = 10−3 we have
a relative gain of 57%. From Table 4.3 we can see that for the other matrices the savings
range from 17% to 41% for τ = 10−7, and from 38% to 74% for τ = 10−3. When the
outer tolerance is stricter (10−7), the inner/outer scheme achieves a relative gain of 9% for
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FIG. 4.1. Total number of matrix-vector products required for convergence of the inner/outer scheme, for the
Stanford-Berkeley matrix. (Outer Tolerance 10−7, α = 0.99, β and η varied.)
α = 0.85 (72 matrix-vector products compared to 79 for the power method), which is fairly
marginal. On the other hand, when α = 0.99 the inner/outer stationary method achieves a
substantial relative gain of 28%: 328 fewer matrix-vector products than 1159.
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FIG. 4.2. Convergence of the computation for the 9, 845, 725 × 9, 845, 725 wb-edu matrix (τ = 10−7,
β = 0.5 and η = 10−2 in the inner/outer method)
Table 4.2 shows that the inner iteration counts per outer iteration decrease monotonically
in practice and reach one fairly quickly. From the table we can see that it takes 24 inner iter-
ations overall (within 9 outer iterations) until the inner iterates start converging immediately,
at which point we switch to the power method. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that overall, the gains
are substantial and do indeed strongly dominate the overhead.
We end this section with a brief reference to the merits of our scheme in comparison
with the well known Quadratic Extrapolation scheme [9]. The speed of convergence for both
methods is similar; see for example [9, Fig. 7], and in both methods the gains are made
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outer iteration # inner iterations
1-2 4
3-4 3
5-9 2
10-... 1
TABLE 4.2
Number of inner iterations required for each outer iteration when applying the inner/outer stationary method
to wb-edu matrix with c = 0.99, b = 0.5, and η = 10−2. Total iteration counts and CPU times for this example
can be found in the last rows of Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.
in initial iterates. However, our outer/inner method has two distinct advantages. It is simple,
relying exclusively on matrix-vector products and norm computations. It also has lower space
requirements: it involves only three working vectors (x, y, f in Algorithms 1 and 2), whereas
in Quadratic Extrapolation six vectors are required for recording iterates and solving the least
squares problem.
outer tolerance 10−3 10−5 10−7
matrix power in/out savings power in/out savings power in/out savings
UBC-CS 226 140 38.1% 574 431 24.9% 986 814 17.4%
Stanford 281 120 57.3% 716 426 40.5% 1165 790 32.2%
UBC 242 140 42.1% 676 483 28.6% 1121 855 23.7%
Stan-Berk 309 120 61.2% 751 448 40.3% 1202 825 31.4%
edu 426 111 73.9% 882 410 53.5% 1339 786 41.3%
wb-edu 287 120 58.2% 714 441 38.2% 1159 831 28.3%
TABLE 4.3
Total number of matrix-vector products required for convergence to three different outer tolerances τ , and the
corresponding relative gains defined by (4.1). The parameters used here are α = 0.99, β = 0.5, η = 10−2.
outer tolerance 10−3 10−5 10−7
matrix power in/out savings power in/out savings power in/out savings
UBC-CS 3.0 2.0 33.3% 7.6 6.0 21.1% 13.0 11.3 13.1%
Stanford 43.3 19.7 54.5% 110.9 69.5 37.3% 180.7 124.5 31.1%
UBC 21.1 12.8 39.3% 59.1 43.3 26.7% 97.2 77.6 20.2%
Stan-Berk 42.4 17.6 58.5% 104.8 64.3 38.6% 166.5 117.2 29.6%
edu 175.1 48.6 72.2% 363.7 173.2 52.4% 546.6 333.0 39.1%
wb-edu 452.5 198.8 56.1% 1128.5 704.4 37.6% 1814.3 1318.0 27.4%
TABLE 4.4
CPU times (in seconds) required for convergence to three different outer tolerances τ , and the corresponding
relative gains defined by (4.1). The parameters used here are α = 0.99, β = 0.5, η = 10−2.
5. Conclusions. We have presented an inner/outer stationary method for accelerating
PageRank computations. Our algorithm is simple, fast, and introduces minimal overhead.
Because no permutations, projections, orthogonalizations or decompositions of any sort are
involved, programming it is straightforward, and it is highly parallelizable.
The algorithm is parameter-dependent, but an effective choice of the parameters can be
easily made. We have shown that the proposed technique is effective for a large range of inner
tolerances. Observing that the gains are made in the initial iterates, our scheme switches to
the power method once the inner iterations start converging immediately. For α = 0.85 our
algorithm marginally outperforms the power method, but for values of α closer to 1 the gains
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are quite substantial.
The mechanism of inner/outer iterations allows for much flexibility, and a Richardson-
type inner iteration is only one possibility; in fact, any linear solver that is effective for the
linear system formulation of PageRank computations can be incorporated into our inner/outer
scheme. It is most natural to think of our approach as a preconditioning technique, where the
preconditioner is strongly connected with the underlying spectral properties of the matrix.
Future work may include investigating how to dynamically determine the parameters β
and η, and exploring the performance of the algorithm as an acceleration technique for other
methods of PageRank computation. It may also be possible that the proposed technique is
applicable as a preconditioner for general Markov chains.
The excellent performance of the method for the large matrices we have tested, along
with its simplicity and modest storage requirements, suggest that this scheme may be very
effective for PageRank computations.
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